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SENATE APPROVES
-·

.

PE Credit & Afro Maior
Afro-American

·Studies Begins
fall Quarter
By JOHN THOMSON
StaH Writer .

Afro-American studies will
be a reality at USF this fall
as an academic major leading
to a bachelor of arts degree.
The approving of the proposal by the University Senate caps months of demands,
requests and discussions by
USF's Afro-American Society
and more recently, the Liberal Arts College from which
the proposal came.
The proposal passed the
Senate, composed of faculty,
staff and students, with very
few "nay" votes following
more than 30 minutes of debate last Wednesday.
. DR. RUSSELL M. COOPER, dean, College of Liberal
Arts, who had been meeting
with both faculty and mem-

Stevenson Appeals
To Senate Group
JOHN THOMPSON
Staff Writer

Robert F. Stevenson, assistant professor of American
Idea, whose contract termina:
tion by Pres. John
Allen
has caused a wave of contraversy, has taken t he case of
his firing to the Educational
Problems and Academic Rela- .
tions Committee of the Uni- .
versity Senate.
.•
This committee acts in art ·
advisory capacity, reporting
directly to the president.
IF THIS DOES not work in
persuading Allen to rescind
his decision, Stevenson said,
he may request the national
American Association of University Professors (AAUP) to
look into the matter.
Dr. Graham Solomons, associate professor of chemistry, president of the USF
chapter of the AAUP, said
this could lead to an AAUP investigation and a possible
subsequent censure of the
University by the organization.
Solomons said that in the
case of censure, the AAUP
"tells professors that this is a
university where their academic freedom is not respected. " This could cause many of
the best professors to leave,
Solomons said.
IN A BRIEF meeting with
Allen Monday, Solomons, Dr.
Phillip Bosserman, associate

·s:

Rathskeller:
More Pl·ans

By RICARDO PLANAS
professor of American Idea,
Staff Writer
Stevenson said he had
and AAUP Vice President and planned to remain another
The move to bring a RathDr. H. C. Kiefer, chairman- year to allow time for his wife
skeller
to USF is still in the
•professor, humanities, execu- to finish her post-graduate
planning
stages. As of now the
tive committee .member: and coµr~ v a~ . the University of
past presi'.d~nt of _the AAUP, .:,F1orida r __~fe~ . eaving for operatimi ls..bemg ·st ·died JlyattemJ!.1'~"i'rJ'o· '.'finil'om--if .he ·. Jran, where he· is a citizen. Pres. John Allen.
The committee on the Rath(Allen) would reconsider."
"But no university commuAlso at the meeting was nity can accept dismissal skeller presented yesterday
Student ·· Government Pres. without a cause, " Stevenson five proposals to Pres. Allen,
concerning the project. They
Steve Anderson abd SG Vice said.
,
were:
Pres: -Cli'uck Tonkin, to offi)IE ADDED, "I- think most
cially request Allen to recon- people.who know Allen knows
v That negotiations be
sider his decision, Anderson he's not a boat-rocker. And he · started immediately to allow
has also:.senf a .letter-to Allen does · not want boat-rockers either the existing food serstating the SG position.
(refering to . himself) . I feel vice to revise the present food
Asked what reasons he had that he's und~r pressure."
plan or to allow another fast
for .terminating Stevenson's
· He said that Allen's power food service vendor to assume
contract, Allen said he .was to-fire an untenured professor the responsibility.
exercising his option as presi- : is "an option, not a certainv That sale of · alcoholic
ty."
.'
dent under Regents policy.
beverages,
beer and wine on"What · Allen's letter has
DR. ·ROBERT Warner, done," Stevenson added, "is ly,· be approved in the prochairman-professor, -American put a cloud over my record. I posed Rathskeller as well as
Idea, · said. he alid, Stev~nson still don't know why. · It the golf course area, where a
had discussed the matter· of seemed as though we had subsidiary will be operating.
tenure last · year and decided both ridden out the storm.
;;, The approval of outside
not to bring the matter to the
"Whether I go back (to financing in order to achieve
Tenure Committee since Ste- Iran) or not doesn •t ma tt er, " maximum benefit for renovavenson was unsure of his fu- he said, "I've been fired. "
tion or construction of a new
ture plans.
STEVENSON SAID he felt building.
After three years at the sure Allen's action w a s
v The approval of allowing
University, a professor is ell- prompted by •his political acthe
Student Government to
gible for tenure. A professor tivism. "One role I don't conoperate
by subcontracting the
may remain in his teaching ceive· for · myself is that of a
Rathskeller
operation. In this
capacity for an additional radical," Stevenson said, "I
situation
the
SG will be refour years without tenure, but ' am non-violent. I believe in
sponsible
through
its subconbeyond that he must be ten- dialogue."
ured. During that time , the
Stevenson was active in or- ' tractors for maintaining the fateaching contract may be ter- ganizing the anti-ballistic mis- cility and _all operational reminated by the president at sle system· demonstration at quirements.
v The severance of Morriany time with one year's notice. - ·
(See STEfENSON, Page 2) son's exclusive contract if

Help A Kid . Go Good
"Man, me and my brother Tom, we used to have Jots of
fun. We used to go fishin' and swimmin' and one time Tom
and me even went to see a real baseball game ... But Tom
ain't here no more." Since Tom left for the Army a. little
over a year ago, Billy, 13, has been a resident of Lake Magdalene Juvenile Home three times. Billy isn't what you would
·call a bad boy, bot like so many others at Lake Magdalene

bers of the Afro-American Society for the past two months,
said he was "delighted" with
the reaction of the senate.
Cooper said he had not anticipated so little opposition to
the proposal by the · faculty
members of the senate.
, DR. HARRIS W. DEAN,
USF vice president and dean
of academic affairs, said the
new study program will be
temporarily administered by
Cooper, but he hoped a chairman for the program could be
appointed soon. This person
might be a Black person of
high academic competence,
he said.
The program calls for 24
quarter hours credit in "core"
courses such as Introduction
to Afro-American Studies,
Contemporary Black Philosophies, Social Institutions and
the Ghetto, and the Hi~tory of
Black America. An additional
24 hours credit would be required in existing courses in
political science, sociology,
humanities, ·American studies,
and psychology.
As proposed by the Liberal
Arts College, the new program will be taught by both
Black and White professors,

he comes from a ba-d home environment. His father died
three years ago and, as he puts it, "Mom didn't care much
what I do." For · much too long there has been practically
nothing USF students coqld do to help kids like Billy. But
now, if you are willing to take time to be just a friend, there
is a lot you can do. Please see photos and "Help' on page 3.

they are unable to meet the
needs of the university.
Bob Meyer, chairman of the
committee, s.aid it will take
approximately a week or less .before Pi:,es. Alleq reaches_
any decision.

. _ .'

Concerning .tMi sale .ofilio- .
holic beverages on campus,
Meyer said that the major obstacle is the Senate Bill 1664
which was passed this JUJ;le,
and an · earlier ·House bill
passed several-years ago, prohibiting sale qf alcoholic beverages on campus and within
2500 feet from the University,
respectively. Meyer has ·already contacted several county legislators for the possible
repeal of both laws.
·

representing the best persons just to cater to the vanity of
available from the standpoints some feudal departments," he
of ability and experience.
said.
Cooper said not all the proDR. JAY B. KENNEDY, asposed courses will be in opersocial professor, economics,
ation this fall .
who took exception to the proDR. CHARLES ARNADE, _ gram · during the meeting,
professor, American Idea, said he "questions the need
who voted for the proposal but for a degree program."
had reservations . concerning
Kennedy a s k e d William
the program as a whole, said, · Packer, Afro-American secreduring the senate meeting, tary of external affairs pres"To rush it through now is ent at the meeting, what he
nothing more · than an emo- thought of offering a major in
tional response ·to a revolu- an off campus basis. Packer
tionary movement.'' .
replied, "A vital part of the
After the ~eeting Arnade program should be field work.
said what is needed is a "rev- We should have contact with
olutionary change in all the the real world."curriculum. This whole proPacker, in responding to
gram should have been dif- Kennedy's mentioning that
fused into our curriculum Jong the University should work
ago."
towards securing Blacks a .
But, Arnade added, this is better position in White socienot as bad as many of the ty, said that it would be
courses and programs the "going against the idea of
senate has passed. "We -have c_hange. Maybe this White soapproved so ·many courses ciety isn't so good after all."

*
*
·credit Now
Offered For

Basic PE
The University Senate has
approved offering credit for
the existing four required
basic p h y s i c a 1 education
courses beginning in the fall,
1970.
.This will hike the graduation requirements to 184 quarter hours but will not increase
student work loads, giving
USF the highest requirement
for graduation in the state
university system.
The change was proposed
by the College of Basic
Studies. Each of the four required P.E. courses will receive one hour credit. PEB
101 and 102 will receive letter
grades and will enter into the
grade point ratio. All other
courses will be gra:ded on a
pass-fail basis and will not affect the GPR.
Students who meet proficiency requirements in any
skilled P.E. course or who
have reached sufficient maturity (21 years) to waive P.E.
will not be required to make
up the hours in another area.
Dr. Richard T. Bowers, director, physical education, said
his department had been
working on the proposal since
last year.

.Important
-OSF Dates
Here are some important
dates for USF to remember:
Friday - Independence ·
Day, no school. Library
will be closed.
Monday - Last day to
remove X grades.
July H - Last day to
drop a class without penalty.
July 18 - Last day to
withdraw without penalty.
Augnst 6 - Last day to
apply for admission or readmission for Quarter I
1969-70.
August 13-15 - UC Bookstore Book Buy Back
August 15 - Classes end ·

THE OOMMITl'EE ALSO
feels that the use of nonpublic funds is more appropriate for the construction of the
A Funner Summer Show
project. "The taxpayers may
Zana Clay, USF student-fashion model, will be among the
well be perturbed over · such
coeds appearing in ''The ·Beachwear Fashion Show" today
tax outlay not directly tied to
at 2 p.m. in University Center (UC) 252. Sponsored by the
education, " the , committee
UC, the show will feature summer clothes from Sears. Readded.
freshments will be served.
Two major companies have
already proposed to finance
the project in the amount of
$200--250,000. Even th o u g h
Morrison can outbid these
companies financially, the
committee said it will make
stronger emphasis on the
quality of the food.
At the present tirrie, Morr:ison Food Services, ·university
By MAX RAMOS
During his tenure there, his screened by the Athletic ComSystems, and University Sit-In
News Editor
teams have finished no lower mittee.
are bidding for the services.
Upon Williams' approval,
Don Williams, f o r m e r than second place in their
SG PRES. Steve Anderconference for the past five which Bowers said is likely,
Tampa
Hillsborough
High
son said, "The Rathskeller
years. Millikin has been the he will immediately begin
won't provide high satisfac- School basketball coach and Illinois representative to
the
tion until beer is brought in." currently director of athletics National Association of Inter- · preparations for the 1970-71 ·
He added "Rather than hav- and head coach at Millikin collegiate Athletics basketball season for when a freshman
schedule is projected.
ing to go off campus, why not · University, Decatur, Ill., has championships for the last
WILLIAMS INITIALLY will
provide a wholesome atmo- tentatively been selected as two years.
ha Ve 15 scholarships with
sphere where students can USF's head basketball coach,
Williams was selected Dis- which to build a team. In sucUSF President John S. Allen
talk over a beer?"
trict
20 (illinois) NAIA Coach cessive years, USF will play
announced
Monday.
·Anderson pointed out that
of
the
Year and again in 1968. junior college opponents and
the majority of the students at
Alien said the appointment
work its way toward a major
this university are over 21 and was contingent upon approval
PRIOR TO HIS appointment
are mature enough. "It's time of the USF intercollegiate pro- at Millikin, Williams served competition.
The appointment also comes
we stop thinking about stu- gram by the Florida Board of from 1956-62 as _head ba~ketin
the wake of much controdents as children," he said. Regents at · its Jacksonville bali coach at Hillsborough.
versy
that followed Allen's
meeting ·· July 11, and Wil- His teams advanced to the
original announcement. Most
liams' release -by Millikin.
state AA tournament five recent, was the
controversy
Mrs. Beverly Named
"I HAVE APPROVED the times, finishing second twice stemming from a premature
recommendation by the USF and winning the championship Jacksonville_ Journal report
Woman Of The Year
in 1959. Williams also coached
Mrs. Mozelle S. Beverly, Athletic Committee, headed by the South Florida All-Star that University of Florida
Dr.
Edgar
St~nton, to offer
Coach Tommy Bartlett had
administrative assistant to
team in the summer of 1959. inquired about the position.
Pres. Allen, recently • was the coaching job to Williams,"
Allen said.
Williams received his Bach- The advance publicity, counamed "Woman of the Year"
Dr.
Richard
T.
Bowers,
elor
of Science degree in pled with pressure from Floriby the Temple Terrace BusiUSF
athletic
director,
said,
"I
physical
education from Mil- da officials, caused Bartlett to
ness and Professional Womam extremely pleased that we likin in 1948 where he was withdraw from the picture
en's Club.
were able to secure the ser- captain of both the basketball befor~ his scheduled interShe represented the club vices of a person of Williams' and track teams his senior view.
with this title at the June 23 caliber."
year. He holds a Master of
THE JOURNAL STORY
meeting of the President's
Williams will become a Arts degree from Columbia
last
week said Bartlett had
Roundtable, an organization member of the faculty as well University, New York.
been offered the coaching post
composed of all other city- as a coach, and will teach
THE APPOINTMENT at a salary of $18,500 a year.
wide service and civic club physical education which is a came two
weeks after Allen But Bowers denied that the
outstanding women.
required course of study at announced his recommendajob or salary had been offered
Basis for the award was USF.
tion for an intercollegiate bas- to Bartlett.
Mrs. Beverly's long history of
THE FORMER TAMPAN ketball program for USF. WilBartlett said he was sorry
service to the North Tampa has been head basketball liams was chosen from an over the confusion about his
community.
coach at Millikin since 1962. original list of 40 applicants seeking the position.

Don :Williams Chosen
To Coach Basketball
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Bend, Weave, Or
Work Around It

Film Classics League
Begins New Series
The Film Classics League
announced this week the presentation of three American
film classics this month.
All three are award-winning
films considered by critics to
be among the best American
films in Hollywood's history.
Admission is 50-cents and
all films will be shown in the
Business Administration Auditorium at 8 p.m. on the dates
indicated. Tickets will be
available at the door.
CITIZEN KANE, directed
by and staring Orson Wells,
Jospeh Cotton, Everett Sloane
and Agnes Moorehead will be
the first film of the series
shown next Wednesday.
This film stands on its own
as one of the most significant
in motion picture history.
Stunning innovations in photography, brilliant characterizations, adroit editing, and a
remarkable use of sound combine to make a true motion
· picture.
The uproar and subsequent

by Herbert Biberman, this
movie stars Rosaura Revueltas, Juan Chacon, Will Greer
and a cast of non-professional
actors.
Biberman has created an
!\OCKEY ONE, scheduled
independent
social drama of
for July 16, was produced and .
the
struggle
of the Mexicandirected by Arthur Penn. It
miners and
American
zinc
stars Warren Beatty, Hurd
Hatfield, and Alexandra Stew- their wives for equality; the
miners for equality of workart.
In telling this story Penn ing arid living conditions with
fluctuates between symbolic white "Anglo" miners, and
fantasy and symbolic realism. the women for equality with
It is one that demands con- men.
centration, presumes the intellectual involvement of its
audience (it is definitely an
arr film), and is, despite the
rigors imposed upon the spectator's consciousness, visually
compeUing.
Actors' performances are
on
consistently high level
and camera \vork is superb.
events stemming from actions
of a resentful William Randolph Hearst after production
of this film suggest the potent
contents.

Bela Lugosi
Stars In

a

THE THIRD film of the series: "The Salt of the Earth"
to be shown July 23. Produced
by Paul Jarrico and directed

Education· Offers

Black 'Lan·gua·ge'
By JEFF BRUCE
Correspondent

UC Movie

The University Center (UC)
in addition to the fashion show
today at 2 in UC 252, will
present a double feature movie on Friday and Saturday
beginning at 7 :30 p.m. in the
Busin~ss Administration Auditorium.
The movies are "Return of
the Vampire" with Bela Lugosi
and Miles Mander and "This
Island Earth" with Jeff Morrow and F a it h Domergue. ·

third session which runs from
July 21 through August 1 will
offer 17 special courses.
Teachers who want to teach
Only One Workshop .may be
Admission is 35 cents per
high school journalism, the taken per session and there
techniques of wrestling of can be no concurrent enroll- person.
black language and literature ment in the regular summer
On July 10, the UC will presin the public school are under- term and a workshop, Urba- ent the "Bethlehem Asylum"
going intensive training in a nek said.
in a free concert beinning at 8
new summer workshop proRegistration for the work- p.m. in the Theatre. A news
gram offered by the College
shop is $40 plus an additional release says the group is "one
of E ducation this quarter.
$10 fee. Special housing ac- of the most outstanding jazz
More than 400 instructors commodations are available and
contemporary
sound
are enrolled in the first of in Andros Center at $23.64 per groups in the Bay Area and
three sessions offering these person for the two weeks or each of its four members are
and other specialized courses, special .arrangements for fam- equally proficient on a variety
not normally offered in the . ilies can be made.
of instruments."
College of Education degree
program.
fil?ilr~~
~ . . . l c ~""'m!""ffi""..
H""L""'™""""""""B!l!l!
. mml!!S~!'-'l!mmm,~ ml!!!_!!!!!
.m,~ =~s;!ll!i!m

ACCORDING TO College of
Education Dean Raymond A.
Urbanek, the session is. designed "to meet the needs of
specific groups of people in
current problems in education."
Such needs include training
teachers in racial ~ntegration
the school staff, handwriting for elementary teachers,
the problems of drug abuse in
~econdary and . · junior high
school, forensics for high
tchool teachers, a space
icience workshop and other
courses designed to meet
teachers specialized needs.

of

By JACK PALM
Correspondent

Just Call
The Squirrel
Sam ..•

: Teachers spend six hours a
t'lay for two weeks in the
classroom and labora tory and
in all spend more classroom
time during the special ·sessions than is normally spent
during a regular course, Urbanek said.

Following in the best tradition established by J. B.
Priestly (formerly of the
Chemist.ry Building), Sam bas
arrived on the scene.

Sam (the squirrel •.• but
his friends jnst call him
"Sam") frequents the Administration Building regularly
and • . . if he got up on the
right side of the palm frond
••• will oblige those wishing
to feed him: to the point of
climbing into their lap.
Betsi Everitt happened to
find Sam on an amiable morn:.
fog and Sam took advantag~
of bis good mood.

The dean termed it a "total
involvement over a short peri•
od of time," and contrasted
the workshop to the normal
classroom experience in that
the teachers are undergoing
intense training in specif.ic
rather t h a n broad-based
studies.

Jim Anderson . . teaches weaving

Conference, Party
Tops Affairs Summer
By FRANK RICHARDSON
Correspondent
A Latin American Conference and a swimming party
will highlight the summer
program of the World Affairs
Council.
The Latin American Conference will be held at 10 a.m.
Aug. 3, at USF's Chinsegut
Hill near Brooksville. The
· swimming party will take
place at 7:30 p.m., July 17, at
the Argos Pool, said Pres.
Kim Cason.
A Latin American crisis
area will be discussed at the
conference. Cason said the
conference will include certain outside speakers as well
as several USF professors
who have had wide experience ·i n various areas ,of Latin
America.
THE CONFERENCE WILL
· begin with a speaker introducing the crisis area. Then it
will break into smaller groups
with a "source" person in
each group. The "source"
person will be able to answer
questions concerning the area
designated asked by those in

the group, Cason said. These
groups will have a crosssection of people to give contrasting views of the crisis.
Cason said, "These small
groups never resolve anything
materially, but we resolve it
in our own minds." The
groups then assemble again to
exchange their various ·. conclusions.
Cason said that due to the
shortness of the summer

Graphic Arts
Prof Leaves
After 4 Years

quarter, the confere~c;e wiP.
be limited to one qay. In t!le
past conferences have l=J~e~
held for an ~!'!tire w~~~4.
The cost of the eo~el'eR§~
will be $2 far D1~~1:Je11> of ~~
World Affairs C!ouncµ iinq $3
for non members.
TRANSPORT4-TION WILL
BE provided. Cars will leave
the University Center a t 8 :30
a.m. the morning of the conl
ference.
The swimming party will be
a combination of a farewell
salute to visiting Honduran
students and a welcome for
visiting students from Brazil.
Cason said that both groups
,vill perform their native
music and refreshments will
be served. He also said that
all students are invi_ted to the
party.
,
The World Affairs Office is
open on weekdays 2-5 p.m. for
those who are interested in
joining. .

Fun Rallye
Set Next
Saturday

The USF Sports Car Club
(USFSCC) will hold its first
f un rallye of .t he summer
quarter next Saturday, July
12 at 6 :30 p.m. The rallye is
entitled " Just Four Y'all."
Registration will begin at
6:30 in the FAH parking lots
with the first car leaving at
7:30.
The rallye course was devised by the English Ford
Rallye Team and it will be
rela·tively short and easy.
If you enjoyed the English
Ford Rallye Team's last ralThe Aero Club will hold its lye, or if you're just out for
first meeting of the quarter · "Greek qread", join ~-! he fun
·------·
thatevenifig.
next Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
University Ce~ter 205.
.
Bob Babis, ·president, said
the club was org_an_ized fa,s,t .
quarter for the purpose of.assisting members to qualify 'for
pilot ratings.
In addition to having flight
time available to students at a
reasonable ..rate, t}'Je club also
provides ground training for
the FAA examinations.
All s tudents, faculty, and
staff are eligible •for membership in the club and prospective members are invited to
the meeting.

"I'll be leaving a lot of fine
friends , but since I live so
close to the University I'll be
able to keep in touch," said
Graphic Supervisor Ed Bodler
as he ended four years at
USF on June 27.
At this time Bodler moved
on to General Telephone Electronic Data Services.
While at USF Bodler supervised the production of visuals
for classroom and:faculty use,
worked with slides and· televi••c
sion art and produced mechanicals and illustrations for
campus b r o c h u re s. The
graphics 9epartmeilt is m ain.. ly responsible for keeping the
ca.:Upus image in the field of
grap1iics 'and for a fee will
handle work requested of
t hem by various persons or
Senior pictures for the 1970 departments.
Aegean will be taken July 9-10·
BODLER was educated at
oetween 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. the Art Students' League and
This schedule was announced Cavannaugh School of Letterby Myles Ross, editor.
ing,· both in New York. After
He said seniors and grad• a· term in the service he setuate students who expect to tled in Tampa, then moved to
graduate this ·quarter should Richmond, Vir gi ni a and
call ext. 679 or visit the Aege- worked· in the field of adveran office in University Center tising.
224 between 1 and 3 p.m. beHe returned to Tampa before July 9 to make a s itting cause of his wife's poor heaith '
appointment. Ross requests and served as advertising
that students be ·sure to keep manager for Mary Carter
the appointment.
Paints. After working in the
October and January dates advertising department of the
for sittings will be announced Tampa Tribune, Bodler ac~
later for· students expecting to cepted his posit.ion at USF.
Unsold books given to the
graduate in December or in
His job with General TeleStudent
Government · Pi
1970.
phone will be similar to his
· Sigma Epsilon Book Exwork in USF's Graphic Dechange , may be claimed ·at
partment; even his title,
the foot of the basement stairs
Graphic Supervisor, will rein the University Center at 2
main the same. He will conp.m. on the following dates :
tinue to live in Tampa with
today, Friday, Monday, next
his wife a nd four daughters.
Wednesday and Jiµy 11.
FORMER ASSISTANT DiThe Exchange ha s anrector of TV Art, Donald B.
nounced that checks paying
Meares took over the position
those students who sold books,
of Graphic Supervisor upon I
are currently being processed.
Bodler's departure.

Flying · Club
To _Meet

an

~g."
WEAVINO IS A time consqnµpg pr1:1a~ss and this is
why "time can't exist for a
weaver," he said.
Anderson has exhibited his
work competitively and received cash a,vards. "This is
how I finance my next project " he said. Besides weav. ipg, Anderson has taught ceramics, sculpture and jewelrycrafts. "I like to work in a
few areas for one or two
years and move on," he said.

M,d Teaching
.The USF Medical Center
wi1l @e
.t he facilities ?f
Lakeland .6enei1al Hospital in
i~
~or of Medicine tr.µni!}g.
In effeet the affiliation betw~~n .r;~~!1!nff General and
USF meaps that students will
be leming under the guidance of doctors of Lakeland
General appointed professors
of medical education.

lJ§ll!g

pra~~-~f

"

Next Week ·

Senior Pixs (
for Aegean
·To ·Be -Taken·:-._:
~ 'I' .. "

"If you can bend it, you can
weave it, and if you can't
bend it you can weave something a.round it." This is the
a.xiom Jim Anderson tries t.o
. iJ:!stil~ iqt4! th~ migd§ of bis
students..
- And~rsq!l is instructin~ a
two week worlcshop on th~ ~t
of wea~ng t6-24 art_ ·m ajors.
He comes to USF from
Georgia State College, where
he is an assistant professor of
art, q0d teaches weaving 4nd
fab~ic design.
"MANY PEOPLE thinlt
weavers are little old ladie~
who do a little weaving . until
they die," Anderson s;i.fd.
"But this is not so. Weaving is
oat~hing on and men will se6n
realize that it is alive, vital,
and interesting."
The courst!, EDC 681Approach to Weaving, is
unique from other courses of·
fered the summer. The stude11ts built their own }ooms
from available material. The
looms- were designed- by An•
Eierson "as a 4irect result ot
Feseai-ch into- wellving as dgne
~y priptjtive societie~. .
·"The cost of these !JomeIH~M-!ggms is apprg~mately
f2~~ as compalgt! t~ ~
for a commercihl !oom," i\!J.,
g'eFSQn~pqted. "Tp~ §W.den\~
will take their l0@ffii!I ~f!!ll~
when the course is ~y~r ~g
will l>e able ta wel!ve lµ!Jlf)§t
anything th~ wisli.' 1
4NDERSON C ~ weav-.

ing a ' 'fantastic process" and
says that his loom design
"saves money, and gives students a feeling of achievement and makes it an intense
personal thing."
His basic ambition in life
was "to weave a rug 6' x 10'
wltjah ~antain§ 3QO P,asio jtues
l!tilizing 1500 £0mbination~ of
§Olor. groypin~s. I tied 53!568
knots ev~ ·a ~ ye~ perio~ by
hand," he said.
Anderson calls weaving an
"exactirtg profession." There
is "ei~er ~ ~a~y right or
exactly wrong way to do it,"
he said. "There are more
than
infinite- number of
~ssit,~ti~s ror ·expression
through the me(ljum of weav-

~
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Norelco Model 85 Pocket
Memo Pocket-size
note-taker

se500

Phone 876-4483
KOROL OFFICE

EQUIPMENT

150 S. DALE MABRY
A

, um:: .SttYICf

A0VU1151MINI

·J:lelp run the
United States Army.
T he Women's Army Corps

Book Excha.nge
S,ets Days
For Pick-Up

SOME 20 COURSES are beirig offered in the first session
which ends July 3. The second
session runs from July 7-18
and offers 20 courses. The

State University

100 days·

Sa.lary Patt.ern

between
you and the
skies.

Emerging Now

If you're a high school graduate you can be in flight school
just 100 days after you enlist.
There's an exciting future up
in the skies. Be part of it. See
.
your Army Recruiter.
Your future, your decision •••
choose ARMY.

------------------0

For more information ~itho ut obligation fill

011t

a nd mail this coupon to:

U.S. ARMY Recruiting Service
8840 North Florida Avenue Tel. 932-7020

Acron From North Gate Shopping Center

Nom•- - -------------------c
Addrass,_ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _
Cify•_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____.. ip_ _ __ __

Phon••- - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - -- - -- --

The pattern for salary increases in the State University System during the 1969-70
fiscal year, as a r esult of actions of the 1969 Legislature,
is beginning tu emerge, Chancellor Robert B. Mautz recently announced.
For Administrative a n d
Professional employees an average approximating seven
percent is indicated. With regard tu, Career Service employees of the Universities ,
average merit increases a nd
adjustments in pay provided
with implementation of the
Brown Report will range between eight and ten per cent.
With some exceptions, the
adjusted pay rates of Career
Servic~ employees would become effective September 1,
1969, arid merit pay raises
under this plan would become
effective on the anniversary
dates of employees.
All pay raises for Administrative and Professional employees and faculty will become effective September 1 on
the same date with virtually
all sta te employees.

Prof. Rearick
To Present

Flute Concert

E very Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday afternoon at 2
p.m. there will be a special
presentation by one of the
members of the University
Music faculty.
This afternoon M a r t h a
Rearick, assistant professor
of flute, will present a lectu,r edemonstration cin playing the
.flute and piccolo.

1\0SS REARICK not only
teaches ,vinds at the University, but also participates in the
newly-formed faculty woodwind quintet, and is presently
serving as a principal player
with the Florida Gulf Coast
Symphony.
There will be no presentation this Friday because of
the J uly 4 holiday, but on
Monday, USF faculty member
and bassoonist Thomas Woods
hams will appear, and the following Wednesday, July 9, associate professor Gerald Prescott will present a seminar on
conducting.
Any person who is interested is invited to attend ·t hese
sessions, which will be held in
the music rehearsal hall, F AH
102.

-----·- -~----- ,Arnmw:m:m;;::;~i..~•urn~lu '!;~
For more information without obligation fill

0111

ond mail thi, coupon le:

U.S. ARMY Recruiting Service

B

1840 North Florida Avenue Tel. 932-7020

Across From North Gate Shopping Center
Name,....:..-- - - -- - - --

-------,----

Addrt111-_ _ _ __ _ - - ' - - - -- - -- -- - City:

-

ip·-- - - - -

Phon,,_ _ __________________ _

Stevenson Goes
To Senate
With Appeal
Continued from Page 1
Saint Leo College commencement services in April, where
Defense Secretary Melvin
Laird spoke.
·
Steye Anderson, Student
Government president, said
the SG had offered Stevenson
a ...blank check" for assistance.
"WE FEEL that he's such
an asset to the University that
we want to do anything possible," Anderson said.
He said "people from all
over the University"_ have
been contacting him, . expressing opposition to Allen's '
decisio·n.
Anderson said some untenured faculty members have
expressed concern about the
stability of their jobs now tha t
Allen had exercised his option
on Stevenson. " It does set a
precedent and it 's a dangerous one," he said.

~audwieh
. 1. 10124 FLORIDA AVE.

2. 10200 - 30th STREET
3. 909 WEST KENNEDY
BOULEVARD

4. 5302 BUSCH BLVD.
1. 935-3965
2. 93S-8204
3. 2S4-7461
4. 988-8770

TAMPA, FLORIDA

~~----(lffi]U Q......

Giant Hamburger (6 oz.) ••
Fried Fish Filet •........•..... .
Ha m & Swiss Cheese ....•...
Roast Beef ...................... .
Kosher Corned Beef ·-·····
Sliced Turkey •........•.••.•..
Large Submarine ...•...•.•.•
Italian Sausage ....•.....•....
Big St. Jo hn ...................
Baked Ham •.•..............•.•
Roast Pork •.•.......•.•.••....•
Kosher Pastrami .............
Sliced Chicken ..............•
Tampa's Best Cuban Mixed.

BOXES
½ Fried Chicken •....•....•........... 1.00
Fried Jumbo Shrimp ................. 1.00
Italian Spaghetti with Meat Sauce..50¢ & 75¢
Bar B-Q Chicken..:..................... J .00
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Help A .Kid Go Good
The· Student Program for
Delinquents (SPD) wfil kickoff a recruitment drive on
Monday in the University
Center Lobby from 9 a .m. to 4
p.m.
The program is being sponsored by the Student Government (SG) and carried out

under the auspices of the
Hillsborough County Juvenile
Home Auxiliary, Inc.

linquent. They will meet at
Lake Magdalene to estabi,ish
a relationship and 1hopefully
carry it on when the boy or
girl returns home.

' Lake Magdalene Juvenile
Home will be the base of opROBERT BELLE, director
eration for the program carof
the Lake Magdalene
·
ried--out on a one-to-one basis :
home,
said the great majority
one college student to one de-

Story And
Photographs
By
Wiley Brooks

.
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'
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of the approximately 90 children there are sent to the
home for only about two
weeks as a punishment for
minor infractions of the law
and then returned home. But,
Belle said, about 25 to 30 per
cent are repeaters and it usually is only a matter of time
before they are hack.
It is on these 25 to 30 per
cent that SPD will concentrate.
The follow-up is the most
important part of the program, said Steve Anderson,
president · of the SG. Other
than going fishing, swimming,
or to a ball game, he said the
college student should also be
available for tutoring, helping
the delinquent to find a parttime job, or just to give advice, when needed.
"SPD is not to become a
program where students become involved to use these juvenile delinquents merely for
experiments i. n sociology.
(There will be) No psychoanalysis . . . This is a friendship
program based on constant,
continuing contact between
student and delinquent," Anderson stressed.

.

.
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Anderson And Tonkin Visit

Editor's Note

Force Base, Macon, Georg ia; WestingIdentifi able persons appearhouse, Tampa, Florida;
lndustri.al Engineering: Air Fofce
ing in these photos are staff
Eastern Test Range, Patrick Air Force
Base, F lorida; Alton Box Board Company, Jacksonville, Florida; City of Hollythe Lake Magmembers
woo<f, Hol lywood, Florida; Cont inental
Can Company, · Tampa, Florida; E. 1.
dalene Juvenile -Home.
duPont de Nemours & Company, Kinston, North Carolina; Camden, South
Carolina; FMC Co"rporat ion, Lakeland,
Florida; Ford Motor Company, Various; General Electric Company, Cape
Kennedy, Florida; Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio; Honeywell, St. Peters burg and ,ao,~a, Florida; fnterna llonal Business Ma.s:IJipes
CIBM , Huntsvill e, - Alabama; - 'Naval
Ordnance Station, Indian Head, Mary- ___ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
land; NASA, Marshall Space Flight
Center, Hunlsville, . Alabama; ·. l!ll',SA,
Kennedy Space Cente~. Cape Kennedy;,
Flor ida; Naval Air- · Rework Flil:ility,
Naval Air Station, -Jacksonville, Florida; Office of Education, Was hington,
D.C.; Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, ~
Jersey ; Southwire Company, CarroHton,
Georgia; Warner 8obins Air : F.or:ce
Base, Macon Georgia; Wes tinghouse,
Tampa, Florida;'
.
Mechanical Engifleerins,: Air Force
Eastern Test Range, Patrick Air Force
Base, Florida ; Allon Box Board Cql)1pany, Jacksonville, Florida; Argonne Na•
tional Labora lory, Argonne, Illinois;'
Babcock & Wilcox, SI. Petersburg,
Florida; Bramlett Manufacturing Corparalion, St. Petersburg, Florida; City of
Hollywood, Hollywood, Florida; Conti•
nental Can Company, Tampa, Houston,
'New Orleans; Defense 'personnel .Support Center, Philadelphia, Pe nnsylvania ; E. I. duPont de Nemours & Company, Kinston. N.C.; Camden, Florence,
and Aiken, S.C.; Chattanooga, Tenn . ;
Electronic Ccmmun ications, Inc. St. Petersburg, Florida; Florida Power Corporation, St. Petersburg, Florida; Florida Powe r & Light Company, Miami
and Sarasota, Florida and other locat ions in Florida; FMC Corporation,
Lakeland, Florida; Ford Motor Company, Atlanta, Georg ia ; a nd Dearborn,
Mich.; General Cable Co mp a n y,
Tampa, Florida ; General Electric Compa ny, Ca pe Canaveral, Florida; Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron,
Ohio & Danville, Virginia ; Honeywell,
St. Pete rs burg, and Tampa, Florida;
International Bus iness Machines , Huntsville, Alabama; Lockheed-Georgia ComMarlinpany,
Marietta,
Georgia;
Marietta Corporation, Orlando, Florida;
NASA-Goddard Space F light Center,
Greenbelt, Maryland; NASA-Kennedy
Space Cente r, Cape Kennedy, Florida;
NASA-Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston,
Texas;
NASA-Mars hall
Space
Fl ight Center, Huntsville, a labama;
NASA-Langley Researc h Center, Hampton, Virginia; NASA-Wallops Station,
Wallops Island, Virginia; Naval Air Rework FacililY, Naval Air Station, Jacksonville, Florida; Naval Ordnance Station, Indian Head, Ma ryland; Naval
Sh ip . Research & Development Center,
Washington, D.C.; Office of Education,
up
Was hington, D.C.; Picat inny Arsena l,
Dover, New J ersev; Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft Company, West Palm Beach,
Florida; Tampa Electric Compa ny,
Tampa, Florida; Tennessee Eastman,
Kinston, Tennessee; Tennessee Valley
Authority, Knoxville, Tennessee; U.S.
Coas t Guard, Washington, D.C. and
other locations; Union Carbide Corporation, Oak Ridge, Tennessee; U.S. Army
Missile Command Huntsville, Alabama;
Cincinnat i Milling Machine Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio; Manganese Chemicals
Company, Baltimore, Mary land; Warner Robins Air Force Base, Macon,
Georgia; Westinghouse, Tampa, Florida.
.
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als Otlice, PED 100, Ext. 125, will furni sh further information.
Dr. Rober! William Ellis Jr. has been
Bulletin Boa rd notices s hould be sent appointed
Assistant Dean of the College
qirecl t~.Qj,!;l!J;..tl!r, . C.aJ)ll!l!,S ~P.J!blica- of__Engineeri'lg, ~lfeclive at the begintions, U&4261!.~(ex1. 618)- no later- than
of Quarter -1.- .•
'noon W~
;f~r pul;)litaflori ,th~ fol- ning
Ov_ertime: "Payment .at the rate of
- •-·=· •.,
lowing Wednesday.
time
one-half for overtime · worked
Send ~ direct. ~; . "'.' E{litor,'. at ·1heand
university; became effective June
. The Ora~,l!i~2," 5.e xtd .19)
1, 1969. Payments will be made basically on the same fime schedule as in the
I
Academic,:Dat...;,
past. Warrants for all back overtime
July 4 ~ ;;;iependenceHolklav.
will be available for d istribution someJuly 7 :_:--~ st ·day to ~PP.IY for a de- time ' in July, .' barring ilnforseen delays
State level.
gree to be earned at encl of; Quarter 1v: at tlie
'
..
July 7 - Last day to remove a n "X"
grade for Quarter Ill .
·
Campus Date Book
Library ·wrn be closed July 4.
Times and p laces or -organizations
Minimum Wage: The new minimum
wage tor all .. iiiidergrailua te student as- meeting regularly are posted on the
sistants will· be Sl.45 per hour, starting University Center loboy bulletin boards.
July 1. Students previous ly appointed
TODAY
tor less lhan Sl .45 must be re-apPOinted
College of Edu Workshop, 8 :30 a.m .,
for Quarter IV, . with sa lary change to
UC
200,
204.
at least the new minimum. Call Ext.
Beachwear Fashion Show, 2 p.m., · uc
2807, Joe Toma ino or Reba Hulme, for
255-6.
additional information:
Campus ,-.,ail: Some offices are slill
THURSDAY
using envelopes ·· with the Uriiversity
College of Edu Workshop, 8:30 a.m.,
seal on them. (showing that postage has UC 200, 204.
been paid) fpr campus mall. Since a
BIS Luncheon, 11 :50 a.m., UC 256.
charge of six -cents was deducted from
Journalism Programs, noon, UC 255.
. the agency's expense fund at the time
Christian Science Conference, 3:30
the envelope was printed, this metns p.m., UC 205.
these offices are payi~ six cents for
Christian Science Meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
campus delivery of each of these enve- UC 205.
lopes. Expense funds, like most funds,
FRIDAY
·are limited. These ca n be stretched by
Holiday
using envefopes that do not have the
SATURDAY
seal, for campus mail.
No Activities
Physical Education Noles: The NataSUNDAY
torium will not be open for recreational
No Activities
swimming during Quarter IV. Argos
MONDAY
Pool Hours: 12 Noon-7 p.m., Monday,
Journalism Workshop, 8 a .m., UC 203.
Wednesday, F riday; 12 Noon-9 p.m.,
College of Edu Workshop, 8 :30 a.m.,
Tuesday, Thursday; 1-7 p.m., Saturday, UC 200, 204.
Sunday. The following activites are
Health Center Meeting, 12:30 p.m.,
open to faculty, staff and students:
158.
Tennis - entry deadline July 9, to begin UC
u .c. Special Events committee, 2
July 14; 3-man Basketball, entry dead- p.m., UC 205.
line July 8, begins July 10; 3-man BIS•
Young Democrats, 2 p.m., U't 213.
j kelball entry deadlin e July 29, to begin
TUESDAY
July 31. Alf sports are co-ed. lntramurJournalism Worl<Shop, 8 a.m., UC 203.
College of Edu : Workshop, 8:30 a.m.,
UC 200, 204.
,
Dean's Luncheon, noon, UC 255-6.
WEDNESDAY, JULY 9
Journalism Workshop, 8 a.m., UC 203.
College of Edu workst.op, 8:30 a.m.,
UC 200, 204.
.
Aegean Senior Portraits, 9 a .m,, UC
223.

Official Notices
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USF
Students

Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.i
At
i

KOI.N-

KLEEN
LAUNDROMAT
TEMPLE TERRACE :
SHOPPING
f

CENTER
OPEN 5:30 A.M.10:30 P.M.

0

The Worlds Best $2000
Car stops
with disc brakes
straight, quick &surel

Co-Op Education
TODAY July 2

Career Planniflg Conference for students interested in Cooperative Education assignments during Quarter 1, 2
p.m., ENG 4.
MONDAY, J1me 30
. Make-up Post Training Period Conference, 2 p.m., ENG 206.
WEDNESDAY, July 9

Career Planning Conference for students inferested in Cooperative Educa-

lion assignments during Quarter I, 2
p.m .. ENG 3.
CO-OP PLACEMENT

More than 150 employers are currently seeking USF students for Cooperative Ed ucation Training assignments 'for
Quarter I (Training Period s tarling
Monday, , Sept. 22). For further information visit or phone the Co-op Office,
ENG 37, phone 988-4131, Ext. 171. If you a re inleresled in placement for
Quarter I it is very important that you
contact the Co-op office as 5oon as possible.
·
The following are some of the employers who employ or are interested in
employing students through our Cooperative Education Program. Students desiring tp be considered should make applica tion in ENG 37 al the earliest da te
possible. These are professional training
programs, and the students are paid
while on training periods away from
campus. Students may earn up lo five
hours of academic cred il during their
Co-op training quarters.
Electrical Engineering: Air Force
Eastern Test Range, Patrick Air Force
Base, Florida; Argonne National Laboratory, An1onn_e, Illinois ; Boeing, Cape
Kennedy, Florida; Central Intelligence
Agency, Washington, D.C.; City of
Hollywood, Hollywood, Florida; Continental Can Company, Tampa, Houston,
1/',ew Orleans; Defense
Personnel Support Center, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; E. I. d uPont de Nemours & Company, Camden, and Florence, . South
Carolina; Electronic Communications,
Inc., St. Petersburg, Florida; Florida
Power Corporation, St. Petersburg,
Florida ; Florida Power & Light Company, various locations in Florida; Ford
Motor Company, Atlanta, Georgia and
Dea rborn, Michigan; General Electric
Company, Cape Canaveral, Florida and
Rome, Georgia; Georgia Power Company, Atlanta, Georgia; Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio; Honeywell, Tampa, Florida; Internationai
Business Machines, Huntsville, Alabama; Mart in-Marietta Corporation, Orla ndo, Florida ; NASA-Kennedy Spa ce
Center, Cape Kennedy; Florida; NASAGoddard Space Flight Center, Greenbe lt, Maryland;
NASA-Langley Resea rch Center, Hampton, Virginia;
NASA-Marshall Space Flight Center,
Hun!sville,
Alabama ;
NASA-Wallops
Statton, Wallops Island, Virginia; Naval
Air Rework Facility, Naval Air Station,
Jacksonville, FIOrida; Naval Ordnance
Sta tion, Indian Hea d, Maryland; Naval
Ship Research & Development Center,
Wash ington, D.C.; Office of Education,
Washington, D.C.; Picalinny Arsena l,
Dover, New Jersey; Southwlre Company, Carrollton, Georgia; Tampa Elect ric Company, Ta mpa, Florida; Tennessee Va lley Authority, Knoxville and
Chattanooga Tennessee; U.S. Coast
Guard, Wash ington, D.C.; Union Carbide, ~ak Ridge, Tennessee; VITRO,
Hunlsv,lle,. Alba ma ; Warner Robins Air

SANDALS

BAGS

'that

beats
the
others

cold!

Honest-toPepsi taste!

SALE
8402 NEB·RASKA AVE. ONLY . ,
ALL

4 &.8 TRACK
TAPES
.. .

$4.98
Select from RCA
Capitol
Muntz

-

AH Pop~lar Hits

PEPSI•

COLA

Ampex - Columbia Decca a'?d many others.

MUNTZ'

Nebraska Ave. Store
Open ·9 a.m. ~o 6 p.m.
Monday through Saturday_

STEREO-PAl(iNc
NOi AFFILIAIED WITH MUN TZ IV

_lick an ,nra carton toujl

HUNG UP?

Placement Services
July 28, 29, Annual Florida Postma s•
ters Institute, Ta mpa Cempus (D. Fel•
lows ).
TBA, Management Development for
First Line Management, Tampa CH.
Schier).

RELAX.• •••

NON-CREDIT CLASSES
(All on Tampa Campus)
continuing lhrough:

·1t's yours for only

July 3, Summer Educational Credit
Workshops, Session I (Sulloway).
July 23, Developing Musica l Awareness in Young Children, Sec tion I (Rus•
sell).
July 24, Develaping Musica l Aware•
ness in Young Children, Section , II
(Russell).
July 26, Excitement in Science for
Upper Elementary Children, (Russell ).
August 5, Speed Reading Deve lopment (Cecil).
August 29, College Study Skills (Su llo-

$)976°

0

der.vored in Tampa plus Tai
& Tai

Front disc brakes for safety !
Ful ly independent rear suspension
for comfort ! Bucket seats. ·
dozens of other extras, too !

HOUSE OF LEATHER
(form~rly the Sandal Shop)

FELLOWS MOTOR CO.
253-3106

GARMENTS

PIZZA

HUT

Startiflg:

Call 876-9486
306 N. Dale Ma.bry

DATSUN/2

ATTHE

way.).

MAKE THE SOU ND MOVE TO
DATSUN AT YOUR NEARBY DEALER!

813 W. Kennedy

Taste,

MUNTZ STEREO
GIVE-A-WAY

BELTS

July 7-July 27, Brazilian English
Lnaguage
Program
11 (Rodriguez.
Sulloway).
July 7-July 18, Summer Educational
Credit Workshops, Session II (Sulloway).
.
J uly 11-Nov. 1, CPA Review Program
(Schier).
July 14 - July 25, Voice Master Class
(Sulloway).
July 14 - Augus t 1, Intens ive Developmenta l Reading and Study Skills for
the Ta lented Jr. High School Student
(Sulloway-Cecil).
July 14-August 1, Intensive Developmental Reading for College Bound (Sulloway-Cecil) .
July 21-August 1, summe r Educational Credit Workshops, Session 111 (Sulloway) .

July 28-August 8, Piano Master Class
(S ullowa y).

8426 N. FLORI.DA
PH. 935-0512
3405 E. HILLSBORO
PHONE 238-1212
716 DALE MABRY - PHONE 877-1912

English~u.s.
Ed.ucation, A
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EDITORIALS AND COMMENTARY
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July 4- Reconsider Patriotism>·
Another Fourth of July will be
upon us Friday. The most patriotic
of American holidays, symbolizing
the. creation of a new, selfdetermined nation and people, has
for the last few years been clouded
by America's longest and third
most costly (in terms of· human
lives) military conflict.
The optimists call it will to let
those other nations of the world
enjoy the same opportunity we had
to self decide what we as a nation
wanted. The pessimists call it a
selfish, imperialistic forcing of the
American way of life upon an ·unwilling foreign peoples.
WHATEVER the ultimate outcome-, one benefit can derive
if we grasp· the opportunity. More ·

a

and more, the Fourth of July boils
down to patriotism·arid our conception of what it is.
Ideally, patriotism would be a
combination of belief in American
valuec- · and institutions, with the
conviction that nothing in the long
run is sacred and not subject to
dissent or· change. The ·Vietnam conflict has resulted in the extreme belief of radical, violent protest or the popular
manifestatiori of patriotism: "My
country right or wrong," "America - love it or leave it,'' and
"Stand up for America."
We must-recognize that we need
both in- or~r for this nation to
thr~ve and yet keep a grasp on our
glorious heritage.

Black Studies-Reality!
The . institution of an AfroAmerican studies program has
been an excellent example of what
an otherwise overly-bureaucratic
organization like the University ·of
South Florida can do if enough of
the right people are motivated in
the rlght way and the circumstances are right.
The circumstances are nationwide, the need for Black men to establish a pride and identity.
THE l\lOTIVATION at USF was
for a group of already-organized
Afro-Americans to want a Black
Studies Program.
They pressed their demands,
but not as extremely as they might
have. Whites would be allowed to
participate in the program, thus
getting away from the tendency of
some Black studies programs to
create separate, segregated facilities. It was realized that Whites
could perhaps benefit just as much
from a knowledge of Black men.
SPECIAL CREDIT for the inau-

guration of the program goes to
Russell Cooper, dean of the College
of Liberal Arts, ·under whose college the major falls. He·worked arduously to implement the best program in the least amount of time.
However, the Blacks may not
be "totally" satisfied with the program . . . . the need for Black professors may be especially difficult
to fill . . . but at least they, weren't
told, "Yes we have a committee on
that, they should be reporting within the next year." Or, "The program will gradually work up to a
major in fow· years.'' ·
ALL THAT IS r eally needed to
make it work now is a willingness
to give the program a chance.
· The best lesson perhaps learned
by Blacks and Whites is that
peaceful attempts, at least at USF,
have resulted in a significant step
towards breaching the Black-White
gap, and all have learned how the
cumbersome University structure
can be worked with.

Firing Of Stevenson?
P rofessor Robert Stevenson, a devot~· the-..rest ofhis·1ue to educaman who has taught many stu-, :; -tion in•·Iran. ·
PRESIDENT .llLEN has the
dents much about the • American
~Y of life, was fired: He thinks it -' aajJ:l~fi!Y under Regents policy to
~s because of his political activ-·· ·· deny.... "1:enure. Conceivably, there
i~ .
could be situations •in whi ch he
-:: He hasn 't gotten a br eak from · should make that decision without
the star t. Everything he stood for ·pub}ic ·_expl~mation in consideration
and his connections with various · of the' rights and privacy of all conpeace groups and concern for stu- cerned.
. But in ·this case, his failure to
dents was glossed over by the Io_cal
pr ess who questioned his fitness to . state reasons for denying tenure to
teach because he isn't an Arneri:. a respected faculty member leaves
oon citizen.
open to speculation the possibility
· BUT STEVENSON didn't comthat the Univers ity is yielding to
plain. He continued to guide stu- outside pressures from a hostile
dents to a better understanding of press , a disquieting thought for all
America, even though he was concerned with academic freedom.
We believe the President
charged with being "un-American .."
should, at the least ; sat isfy a conThen he was denied tenure with cerned faculty and stupent body
no reasons given. Stevenson . ha d with some explanation for his deciplanned to r eturn to Iran next sion. To -do less may well mushyear, but he will leave with his rec- room into another censure from
ord blackened as matters now the Amer ican · Association of Unistand. He will be known as a ' versity Professors, a move which
"fired" professor in the United has hµrt USF's r eputation in the
States even though he intends to past.
·
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Education in the British Isles is not in
quite so chaotic a state as it is here, but
on the basis of the few opportunities I
had to observe it at first hand I would
say that many of the basic assumptions
in education there are being severely
tested.

r1

On the university level the big difference between student attitudes there and
here is that our two big issues are miss•
ing - the students do not have the Draft
and Black Power staring them immediately in the fae,e. Though they're acutely
conscious of the war in Vietnam and almost universally oppose it, they still do
not have to face the possibility of fight-

Facts On Prof.~Stevenson
By GRAHAM SOLO!\IONS
Professor of Chemistry

Professor Robert Stevenson is now
the center of a controversy on this cam~
pus. While many articles about him have
appeared , in the local press in recent
months, these have been in certain important respects incomplete.
My purpose in writing this article is
not to deal with the issues in present
controversy surrounding the termination
of his contract, but rather to place his
background in accurate and complete
perspective for the University Community.
First, I would like to deal with the
question of Professor Stevenson's citizenship. Professor Stevenson, after receiving his bachelor's degree from Yale and
his law degree from Harvard, went to
the Middle East ~ long ago as 1949 as a
lawyer and later a management consultant for Standard Oil Company (New
Jersey).
He became deeply interested in that
area, and both he and his wife eventually made a full-time commitment to education in Iran, a country to which they
first went to live in 1957. Among other
educational projects in Iran, they were
largely responsible for the textbooks
which are still being used throughout
Iran by the bi-national (Iran-America)
center for teaching English to Iranian
students, an effort paid for largely by
the United States government.
THE CHALLENGE OF educational
problems in such a country as Iran, particularly in the field of the teaching of
English as a second language, and the
deep affection which both the Stevensons
have for Iranian people, led them to decide to devote the latter years of their
working car eers to teaching in Iran.
This underlying ,goal is the broad r eason, why Stevenson decided to become an
Iran!a!l~ Jll!tlo~'!}, ,,,but the ~ mediate impetus m · :965 was . the desire to buy and
develop a .primitive mountain farmsite
near~ Tetrr.yi, ";a.Qd the need to becom~ Iranf~ :i~ or.qer to do this in view of re-

strictions of local law 9n th~ ownership
of land by foreigners.
In connection with the loss of American citizenship, I think it is extremely
important n_ot to use the word "renounce" in some condemnatory manner.
Under American nationality law, the voluntary acquisition by a citizen of -anothernationality results in the loss of his
American nationality, by operation of
law.

The discussions were broken off by
the Chair,man of the St. Leo Board of
Trustees, and the Coalition was told that
it would not be permitted on campus at
all. Because of this closure of dialogue,
an alternative demonstration w a s
planned, again with careful stipulation
against violence, illegality or disruption
of the commencement, outside the campus on public.property.

By RAY ZOGORSKI
EditoriaJ Editor

Don't hold your breath waiting for
the revolution.
That's the indication one would get
from viewing the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) National Convention held in Chicago last week.
An ideological feud has broken out
concerning whether SDS should put
its emphasis on an alliance between
students and industrial workers, or
whether to concentrate on the campus,
forming a coalition among the militant
blacks. All this, and added is the argument who follows the thinking of Mao
Tse-Tung the best
Already SDS is showing its tendency
to drift away from the ideals of pa rti-

HAVE YOU EVER taken the time to
intellectually consider the claims of
Christ as the Son of God, and His claims
concerning your life? In John 10:10,
Christ said, "I have come that you might
have life, and that •you might have it
1 more abundantly."
I believe that God is relevant to 20th
century mankind. God is love-manifested
through the person of ·Jesus Christ. I feel
that it is only through the person of
Christ that one can ·have a full, meaningful life.
This belief is also held by Pascal, the
French physicist · and philosopher; who
put it this way: ' 'There is a God-shaped
vacuum in the hear t of every man which
cannot be filled by any created thing,
but only by God the Creator, made known
through Jesus Christ."
ARTHUR Sl\llTH

First of Two Parts
ing in it. And though they sympathize
generally with the desire for equality
that so obsesses our black population,
they are not as yet acquainted with its
social implications simply .because there
are not enough Blacks in the universities now to make their presence felt
as a disturbing influence.

ALTHOUGH THIS WAS restricted by
IS PRECISELY what happened
security forces which effectively turned
to Stevenson. In fact, the U.S. Consul in
the campus into an armed camp, the
Tehran, which required him as a routine
demonstration held some distance from
matter to fill out a "loss of nationality"
the campus was wholly peaceful and in
forni, on its own initiative reworded the
no way interfered with commencement
form to delete the word "renounce"
ceremonies.
HOTBED OF STUDENT unrest is the
since it seemed to connote deliberate
While it is of no great significance, it
London School of Economics, a branch of
rejection of a kind simply not involved in
should be recorded that Prof. Stevenson
the University of London's sprawling,
Stevenson's case.
did not attend the demonstration.
urban campus. Founded early in this
Stevenson is in the United States on a
on very liberal Socialist princentury
The third question arises from compermanent residence basis, and of
ciples,
its
students are acutely conscious
ments that it is inappropriate to have a
course pays full taxes as any citizen
of their obligation to fight for liberal
man
with
his
background
teaching
a
does. As such he has a full set of civil
causes. But their demonstrations are dif"rights," excluding only the right to course in the American Idea. The proferent from ours. When they occupied the
gram in the College of Basic Studies in
vote.
administration
building as a protest
which Prof. Stevenson is teaching, called
This brings me to the second impor"The American Idea," America and the
tant question, which is Prof. Stevenson's
World,
requires broad experience and inrelationship to the St. Leo demonstration
terest, as well as expertise.
on the occasion of the visit of the De·
fense Secretary there. It is simply not
' SPECIALISTS IN WSTORY, economtrue that Stevenson ever planned to, or
~~. political science or sociology may
in fact did, interfere with commence- . not provide adequate range, so Stevenment ceremonies on a nother campus.
lawyer, well-trained and experison,
enced
in
the Middle East and the busiTHE INITIAL PRESS release f,rom St.
·ness
world,
and broadly interested, has
Leo stated that demonstrators wfiuld be
against the appointment of the former
permitted on campus. It was as a result proven as teacher and colleague a rare
chancellor of a university in Rhodesia as
asset He is moreover a most popular
of this that the hastily-formed Bay Area
Coalition, of which Stevenson was a mem- and effective teacher. Apart from "The ·their new president, there was noise but
no violence. The London bobbies carried
ber , made a n appointment with officials American Idea," Stevenson also presents
no guns, let off no teargas bombs. They
a t St. Leo and in fact initiated discus- a higher-level Middle East specialty
simply stood around and prevented food
sions with the object of having a con- course.
supplies from reaching the occupying
trolled, peaceful, legal demonstration on
FINALLY functioning in the role of
forces, and pretty soon the hungry stuthe campus.
adviser
to the Student Legislature, Stedents just quit and left.
Assurances were given then and later,
in writing and verbally, that the demon- venson has enabled students to define
more clearly their rights and effectively
According to students whom I chatted
stration would be peaceful, would not
direct
their
requests
for
change
through
with,
the chief issues that they worry
disrupt the commencement, and would
.
.
~-. ~.a.bout are internal. At the London institulegitima;te channels.
not be directed against the person of
- - - . .' · · .
· · 'F ·
~"'- "'= ::tlon they want more r epresentation on
Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird but
. In ·my
• comm1·tt ees and more
. opm1on-, he 1s to a g-reat
. degree .. cruc1.al · aca dem1c
against the military policies for which he
th1
responstl:!le f~r t~e fact t~at _s -campu~. : _p.J:'rsonal contact with their professors.
stands. has not ~xpen e~~ed-any disruptil_!n.
· :: "Concerning the second issue, the situation seems to be worsened by the conditions under \vhich teaching has to be
. .· ·done. Faculty - offices are so cramped
-and miserable that the professors are in
· the habit of simply delivering their lee•
'"tures and then· disappearing into the li_b rary or going home - so that they
cipatory democracy it was founded on
squabbl_ing amongst the power groups
in the interest of playing power games
for the ultimate. control It seems that · :'never actually speak to their students in•
·: SDS· ·is .already jumping the .gun, get-. .:.°dividually at all. This kind of situation
with the revolution.
seems to be pretty similar to what goes
ting ready for the day when they will
Michael Klonsky, leader of the Revg
n in some of our big '_'multiversities,"
control.
olutionary Youth Movement faction of
; and our students don't like it either.
SDS who spoke here last quarter,
Meanwhile, what about the solidity
headed the group who will encourage
needed for the revolution?
One delica te aspect of the r elationship
informal alliances with workers in
between
British college students and the
Already on this campus, the appeal
"the revolutionary struggle against im·
rest of the society is the question of
for
SDS
has
dropped.
It
will
be
no
perialism," but favors on-campus almoney. Unlike most Americans, the huge
longer necessary to react with such orliances with militant blacks as the
majority of British college students are
ganizations as Committee for a Rationquickest means, especially black
on
government scholarships. Depending
al Univeristy (CRU) as long as SDS
separa tionists.
on his or her family 's financial situation,
continues to sacrifice too much, in the
Weren' t most r evolutions primarily
the government gives an outright grant
way of ideological disputes and inconcerned with -bettering the working
not a loan - to every boy or girl who
group dissention, for the ultimate;
class, redistributing the wealth of a naqualifies
for admission to a college or
ideal revolution.
tion ? Were they ·ever intended for the
university. As one boy 4 t Cambridge .
Whatever happens to Klonsky and
ideological disputes of students?
University told me, this support puts stuother factions of SDS, . it's clear that
dents in the uncomfortable position· of
Already sacrificed has been free•
perhaps groups of this type aren't the
biting the hand that feeds them if they
dom of the press. The "establishment"
ones who will cause the Revolution and
protest too much against government
press was theoretically barred from
if th~y could, would we want them in
policies. " We're privileged to be here,"
the meetings, and most important ,
control?
he said frankly, "and we realize this. It
both factions in the recent ideological
kind of takes the starch out of our ·
.feud feared that whoever won, loose
resentments."
.organization will no longer work and
that SDS would have to become more
organized, centralized, disciplined and
I ASKED ANOTHER boy - a senior
more dogmatic, (or a viable, workable
- whether he intended to par ticipate in
body?)
any demonstrations in suppor t of the
protests at the London School of Eco·Klonsky finally walked out of the
nomics. " I would - but not this week,"
Convention claiming the Progressive
he said with a grin. "This is fi nal exam
Labor Pary, which he "expelled" ,
ATI'ENTION FORMER students week, and that's what I'm worried a·bout
,vould tighten up SDS's traditionally
o( the CBS American Idea courses, rigl~t now." H~ was a for eign language
loose-knit organization.
the Idea calls you.
• maJor preparmg for a career in the
John Pennington, leader of the P roimport-export business, and when I
The
·
local
news
media
has
disgr essive Labor Party faction finally
a questioning eye at his Beatle
cocked
the
image
of
Professor
Robtorted
was elected to Klonsky's former posiert Stevenson. To put it in theh' haircut - reasonably conservative in
tion as National Secretary.
terms he is not a competent profes- comparison to most Cambridge hair-does
SDS may not be able to keep its soli- he grinned again and u 1id "I know
sor.
darity of the past would seem to be the
this is not the way a business~ an is supThe American Idea Student posed to look, a nd you can rest assured
lesso1~ learned.
Parliament
believes that students that I'll get a haircut - after I leave
The concentration on Communist
are the best judge of Mr. Steven- Cambridge. If I had one now I'd be osthought, and who best follows the
son's capabilities. Those of you tracized by all my friends here."
ideals of Mao may restrict the area for
future SDS ideological growth.
who have been 'in Professor SteBut student protests at Cambridge
venson's American Idea classes
And the fear of any form of orgaand
at many other conservative old unican help him by revealing :the
nized, disciplined body only substan~ersities
have ra dically changed student
tiates the groups desire to continue to
facts !
life there. Generally there is a breakplay games. Their claim will be that
Take a few minutes and give us
down of the barrier between faculty and
they don't want to become another
a par agraph about how well you ~tudents, a nd a much more liberal and
power structure like the one they want
think . Bob Stevenson can put
mformal atmosphere prevailed than
to replace.
acr oss the American Idea. Your
when I was there right after World War
Most important, the revolutionaries
statements will be forwarded to II. The custom of wearing academic
could only scare the many of those
~owns. at all college or university funcPresident Allen and the Tampa
people who see what happen to most
t10ns, mcluding dinner, has more or less
Tribune as a collective opinion.
Communist movements. They started
g?ne
by the board. The coal fires have
Please leave your statements in
out innocently enough, but lost their vigiven
way to efficient _ if less picturthe Student Gover nment office,
sion of the ideal revolution.
gas heaters, and students in the
esque
University Center 219.
All revolutions end up by substitutold part of Clare College where I lived
RICHARD BEEMAN now h~ve ?ot and cold running water
ing another structured system, with
Chairman a nd toilets mstead of the single kettle of
just as big a capacity for evil as the
American
Idea water and the pot that I had to get along
system overthrown. The new structure
is characterized by disatisfactions and
Student Parliament. with. ·
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SDS - Where:'s The Revolution?

God Is Relevant

would dispel the stale academic atmosphere that ·has existed at USF
too long. The average age of USF
students is over 21 years old and
it is to time to acknowledge the cold
fact and begin to treat students as
adults. Students and faculty leave
campus to dr ink anyway .. . Why
not keep them on ·campus in an atmospher e pleasing to all parties?
A properly or ganized Rathskeller has unlimited possibilities for
bringing _students and faculty onto
common grourid for greater and
more purposeful involvement. A
poorly planned one has equal possibilities for producing opposite results.

.

I
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and hope that Dr. Allen will give
objective consideration to them :
IT WOULD BE advantageous
to utilize private capital rather EDITOR:
I agree with the letter by Dr. Olirie in
than the _taxpayer's money at a
time when state funds are al- · the June 25 edition of the Oracle and I
r eady severely limited and the fa- would like to comment further on what I
e;ility could be self-supporting consider to be his underlying theme the r elevance of God to 20th century
through private means.
mankind.
The "Ideal Rathskeller" proSince I am a commuting s_tudent, I
posed, at the urging of the stu- am aware that life moves faster and
dents, •h as r eceived unanimous faster. Can a fast paced existence be
public, as well ·as student, support. equated to a meaningful, purposeful life?
If the state were to grant the en- I feel that it cannot.
terprise to private concerns, they
As you speed along the superhighwa y
would r elease themselves from in- -of life, have you ever gotten off at an
volvement in an activity that has exit and slowed down long enough to
proven to be mor e successful when consider where you plan to go in life and
those most capable are handling it. what you want out of life?
BEER IS A NECESSITY. It

By ED HIRSHBERG
Professor of English

I

•t

Rathskeller A Comin'
Pr esident J ohn Allen was pre~'
sented with five proposals frorri
Student Goverriment Rathskeller
Com mittee Tuesday for the institution of a successful Rathskeller
atUSF .
We would like to str ess some of
the points made by the Committee

•

Appeal For
Stevenson
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Women's Tennis Team Places
Sixth In Nat ion al Tournament
By JOHN JOLINSKI
Sports Editor
USF's undefeated women's
tennis team, which refused to
wilt under the constant national" pressure of a collegiate
tennis tournament, finished
sixth in its first national outing two weeks ago at Northfield, Minn.

and winner Trinity University
of San Antonio. There were 25
teams competing . in · _the
championship.
·
THE UNKNOWN Brahmans
made their p r e s e n c e
!mown early when the doubles
team of Toni Kramer and
Gwenda Adams defeated the
eighth seeded team of Diane

Matzner and her partner from
Odessa Jr. College. Incidentally, Miss , Matzner will be
swinging her · racket for the
Brahmans next y~ar.
Coach Joanne Young was
quite · elated with her team's
showing. "We did quite well
in our first national event,"
she said, "in fac.t, . we did bet-

ter than I had hoped we'd
do."
"I THINK IF we did not
draw the number one seeded
doubles team in the first
round, we could have finished
even higher, fifth or e v e n
fourth," she added.
Four of the six netters
played in their final matches

'HUNGRY!
JUS-T PHONE 98-8 -7391
For Some of the Best Pizza you Ever Tasted

for USF and Miss Young
could have her hands full with
finding replacements for these
girls. Chris Koutras, · Elesa
Nelson, Jaquie. and Tish
Adams are all seniors. Only
this year's Toni Kramer and
Gwenda Adams will return
for substitute coach Barbara
Ahtonelli.
·

Eat it Here or We Deliver

The female B r a h m a n s
ended the four-day United
States Lavm and Tennis tournament with seven points,
nine less than front - runner
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DOUG HEYKENS

• . • second to sign.

By JOHN CARPITELLA ..
Correspondent

Hard-hitting Brahman outfielder Doug Heykens, 21, was
the second USF baseballer to
turn pro recently, when he
signed a minor league contract with the Cincinnati
Reds. ·

PATIO TORCHES
• Colorful metal

WRIGHT SAID in additioill
to Heykens' ability to hit, run
and throw bard, he also has a
great "willingness to play the
game."

pole

$2.99 VALUE

He is considered by his
teammates as a "quiet, modest guy who works hard on
improving himself."
The zoology major turned
pro will be assigned to Bradenton of the Gulf Coast
Rookie League which opens
play July 1.

JoAnne Young
Denies Rumor-s
She's Quitting
USF .women's tennis coach
Joanne Young, who's team
placed sixth in the -nation
recently, denied the reports
that she is quitting her post as
head coach to further her education.
I'm NOT quitting my job,"
I'm Not quitting my job,"
Miss Y o u n g emphasized.
"What I am doing is leaving
for three quarters to do research work, but I will return
as soon as I finish it."
Miss Young has applied to
the University of Tennessee
and if accepted will l eave in
September. She would miss
next year's tennis season but
wou_ld return in June to resume teaching in the summer
quarter.
In Miss Young's absence,
Barbara Antonelli will take
over the reins as head coach.
Miss Antonelli is from Memphis State College, where she
is the coach for the fencing
team.

Miss Young. was extremely
upset with a Tampa paper
quoting her recently as saying
she was quitting. "I would
never leave USF, I love it
here," she said.
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SURF BOARD

·• Sturdy (Tilttal construction

• Large 16-in. adjustable grid

9

$15.95 LIST
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.

TORPEDO

WITH HOOD, SPIT & MOTOR

• Famous X-1 model
• Buoyant styrofoam

9~

$3.so·vALUE

1

99

DELUXE CANVAS

SURF RIDE.R ..• Heavy inflatable model
• Rubberized canvas
• Hand rope all •ound

~Model AP~1t ~
.,
•AM a~d po!ic, ban~
~ :Carrying case, ear• ;phone,

1,.311
..,

As a junior Heykens hit .326
with four home runs for USF
and was a member of the U.S.
Team which toured South
America.

EADOUARTER

168

• Sti,dy S-ft. metal

The contract was signed
after Heykens hit the ball
hard against .Reds farmhands
at Redsland, the Reds tryout
camp last Friday and Saturday afternoons·.
HEYKE1'TS, .a native Tampan who never p 1 a y e d
high school baseball, hit .292
as a senior this season for
Coach Hubert "Beefy" Wright
and led the Brahmans in runs
batted in with 19 in 20 games.
He also led in extra base hits
with 12.
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WHITE RAIN HAIR SPRAY
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in pillow ·
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FAMOUS BRAND
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• Names you'll recognize
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DELUXE· GARDEN .
TOOLS
• Long handle models
• Floral hoe, floral shovel,
floral rake
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,
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• Model 740 open .face
spinning reel
• Matched with balanced
glass spiri rod.

·REG. $16.99

19'

Limit 1 with co upgn ti-cu Sot. 7/S
e

All -Ecker d · O,rug Stores Will Be Closed -All Day FRIDAY,

WE HOPE YOU'LL HAVE ~ SAFE & HAPPY .HOLi DAY !

SUMMER REPERTORY

'little . Mary Sunshine'
Opens .Cinema Summer
Chief Brown Bear, Chief of is directing the show, said,
the Kadota Indians, said in an "The music sounds vaguely
interview last week, "She like you've heard it before,"
merry like sunshine so me
and that's not surprising, becall her Merry Sunshine." cause you probably have,
However, this -in no way ex- more or less.
plains the upcoming musical, · Musical numbers include
"Little Mary Sunshine," the '_'Colorado Love Call,"
opening presentation in Thea- Naughty Naughty Nancy,"
tre USF's seventh annual rep- "Do You Ever D re am of
ertory festival, Cinema Sum- Vienna?" 'Coo Coo," "Look
mer.
· For a Sky of Blue," "Every
"Little Mary" will be pre- · Little Nothing" and "M a t a
sented every third night Mon- Harl." If the titles don',t sound
day -through Saturday, July 21 familiar, the tunes will, for the
to Aug. 9 on the Theatre's entire gamut of song types
Main Stage, alternating with from that era are spoofed.
'.:Golding said, "The . acting
"Merton of the Movies" and
"Family Night at the Bijou!' sty le of those times is quite
Rick Besoyan's musical is (ijYfer:ent from today's realistic
copyrighted 1959, but it is style. In shows like 'Little
written in the style and mood Mary Sunshine' we have acof those fabulous operettas \ors pretending to be characfrom America's by-gone past. ters, instead of getting deeply
It is essentially a satire on psychologically involved with
those operettas, its plot bear- every subtle aspect of a
ing a striking resemblance to characterization. The charm
such classics as "Rosemarie" of the show develops through
and "Rio Rita," circa 1911.
this style of performing, evokHOWEVER, emphasis will ing a sense of nostalgia. AU
be placed upon how these characters, i.e., the actors
o p e r e t t a s were adapted ·. and actresses our company
to the movies, made fampus · · protray, are showmen, giving
by Nelson .Eddy and Jean- · their all to entertain the audinette MacDonald, and tater · ence."
by Ann Blythe and Howard.; BUNNY TOWN is Little _
Keel. Dr. Alfred Golding, who · Mary Sunshine who, lost

while berry-picking as a child,
was raised by the savage Kadota Indians. She is now the
proprietress of the Colorado
Inn, which she bought from
tlle U.S. Government with
money made from selling
home-made ·cookies. She is
currently ,in danger of losing
her property due to a foreclosed mortgage.
Bunny, suffering none of
Little Mary's hardships (except perhaps the mortgage
bit), has been featured- in
"Royal Gambit," "The Infernal Machine," and "The
Physicists." This is her first
singing role since "Roar of
the Grease-paint."
John Ryan plays Captain
Big _J,i m Warington, Captain
of Troop · 14 of the United
States Forest Rangers. This
dashing; sturdy example of
young American manhood is
in love with Little Mary,
whose naivete in such matters
can be quite maddening.
Ryan has appeared in opera
productions as well as in "A
Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the Forum," "Paint
Your Wagon" and "The Rainmaker."
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passed inspection in June $300 •

3. APTS. & HOUSES

Call ext. 559 or 839-4894 after .6
p.m. .
Wanted 1 female roommate to - - - - · -·- - - - - - share 2 bedroom ·airconditioned 13. WANTED
apartment with pool near USF. POETRY WANTED for cooperCall 932-2093. ,
ative poetry anthology. Please
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - include stamped envelope. Send
6. FOR SALE
to Idlewild Press, 543 Freder- - - - - - - - - - - - ick, San Francisco, California,
"24' Trimaran Day - Sailer " 94117
Good c~nditio_n. $100~. - coi:np- -15-.-S-ER_'I_IC_E_S_O_F_F_E_R_E_D
lete
mcluding trailer. Vmyl _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Elizabeth Wrancher, voice
instructor with the Music
Dept., plays Madame Ernestine von Leibedich, an opera
singer (which Miss Wrancher
is) from Germany (where
M.iss Wrancher has sung) who
fondly remembers Vienna
(also where Miss Wrancher
has sung). Ironically, the part
fits.

cabin, many extras. P hone 920- Papers, · manuscripts of any
2504.
·
length typed in English, Ger"T'
R
"
Red
Ba
k
man,
and French. IBM • execu4x6
iger ug on
c · tive carbon ribbon. Call Jenniground $10. Royal Blue Colonial fer at 935-7948.
Sofa $75. Bookcase, wood &1- - - - - - - - - - - brick $7.50. lamp, marble base 21. MISCELLAN-EOUS
$5. Ph. 988-6738 or Pam, ext.
Wanted to rent or lease, two or
three bedroom furnished house,
10. AUTOMOTIVE
by staff member beginning Sep1962 Corvair 4dr. R&H, W.W. tember 1969. One small child.
only 45,500 original miles, Call Mrs. Grass, Ext. 101.

1g71-----------

Doug Kaye plays the flirtatious old diplomat, General
Oscar Fairfax, retired, who,
though quite past his prime,
still has an eye and presumably the energy for all the
ladies.

1------------

NANCY WETMORE is choreographing the show, Richard
Jones 'is Assistant Director,
and Mike Soluri and Dee Camp
are stage manager and assistant. ·

Playwright Totem

Talcott, who plays one of
the Rangers, is also designing
t h e s e t, w i t h S u s a n
Strandberg designing costumes and George Gould designing lights.

Don !\foyer (top) and Saul Zachary (middle) welcome play~
wright Darryl .Marzyck to ''Prisms", the Playwrights' Showcase. Zachary will direct a play by Moyer and a play by
John Chamberlin, and Doug Kaye will direct Marzyck's
play, "By-Product of a Careless Afternoon." The shows will
run Sundays, July 27, Aug. 3 and 10.
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Billy's girl friend, or for
that matter, everybody's girl
friend, is Nancy Twinkle, Little Mary's niaid. Played by
Claudia Juergensen, Nancy is
ecstatic over the arrival of a
whole troop of forest rangers.
Claudia has previously appeared fa "Virginia Woolf,"
"Paint You!" Wagon," "The
American Dream" and "Lysistrata."

By BOB JEROME
Correspondent

"DRACULA HAS RISElf ♦
FROM THE GRAVE"
♦
CHRISTOPHEl LEE
♦

♦..

Apartments F or Rent, 2 Bedroom Newly Furnished Duplexes. W.W. Carpeting, Central Air , $135. Cor. 20th, 143rd
St. Immediate Occupancy
932-2295; 689-8439.
New Dup. Apt. i Brando 1
.
n
n
Bedroom, Cntrl A&H, Self Clean
oven, Fr-proof. 610 Morgan
Street. Aft. 6 p.m. or call Ext.
lQl or 213· No Pets. $l50 mo.
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er is second-in-command to
Captain Jim, a hasty decision
at the very least. Playl:!d by
Rich Sharkey, BiUy is an
eager young bumbler who
unexpectedly becomes a replacement for an Indian.chieftan's long-l<ist son: Rich is designing lights for "Merton"
and the Playwrights'
Showcase, has both acted and
directed for the Experimental
Theatre, and has acted, designed, and directed for Tokyo's Kanto Theater.

FRIDAY; LATE MODELS .& TORNADO
S~TURDAY: SPRIN TS, EARLY MODELS,
BOMBERS
1

Golden Gate Speedway
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. ADULTS 2.00 CHILDREN 6~12 YRS. 50c

Wouldn't you
like to
try it? .. ·• the

1970 Maverick

TODAY SPECIAL
Florida Avenue .-

'66 FORlt
'65 FORD
'67 FALCON
'67 FAL(ON

Station Wagon. 9 pass. V-8, autornat• ·
ic, air conditioned ......... .. ... ; •
Statian Wa1an. V-8 en9ine and air
conditioned·•••••• • • •••••••••••• •
2-Daor Sedan, 6-cyl, engine, standard
t ransrnissian ••• •••••••••••• ••••••
Bus. 6-cyl. engine, lats of room in this
one ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

$1895
$)395
$)195
-$]495

Dale Mabry at Hillsborough
4-Door Hardtop,
'68 GALAXIE
All equipment ........ .• . . . . . . ..• ;
'69'fORD
LTD. loaded including
vinyl raof. low mileage . . . ....... .
1
68 CHEVROLET · t~~~:d ~~~:1::,ras .... .. .. ...... . $2444
'68 VOLKSWAG.JN-~-~::~ ..... ,..................... $J773

Almost a decade ago Luis
Bunuel unveiled "Viridiana,"
the cor.rosive story of a devout girl who loses heaven in
a Christian hell of her own
making, and immediately
shouts of "blasphemy" and
'. 'masterpiece" went up.
The film's popularity in
England prompted. distri1lut9rs there to screen an earlier
Bunuel tract on saintlinessvs.-sin, " Nqzarin" (1958) , yet
its introduction to American
audiences has had to wait for
the recent floodtide caused by
the critical and financial success of the director's "Belle
de Jour."
"Nazarin" has often been
called the "first draft" for
"Viridiana," and in its study
of a Christ-like priest who follows Christian precepts so
closely he makes a shambles
of his life one can detect the
strain of serene savagery
which will turn into the savage serenity of the later film.

FATHER NAZARIO (Francisco Rabal) lives in the
slums of a turn-of-the-century
Mexico ruled by a harsh military dictatorship. He gladly
gives away his most valuable
possessions - though, more
often than not, .they are stolen
by his flock of crude, contemptuous neighbors.
When .a streetwalker, Andar a (Rita Macedo), who previously villified him ("Even
your cooties say grace"),
asks for sanctuary after killing a rival in a street fight,
the poor priest cannot refuse
her. Later , after ~he has set
fire to his room to cover her
escape, Nazario is forced to
flee to the provinces, but lest
he cause the Church further
embi;U'rassment, he exchanges
his cassock for peasant attire.
Nazario's pilgrimage, envisioned by him as a noble undertaking, soon batters his
-faith in that faith. When he
agrees to work for food at a
construction site, the other laborers rebel and a bloody riot
ensues. When he o f f e r s
deathbed consolation to a
young woman infected by the
plague, she summons up
enough strength to say, "~ot
heaven .. . Juan," the name
of her lover. And when he
prays over a sick child, offering his life for her good
health, he unintentionally promotes a wave of religious hysteria.
EVENTUALLY Nazario is
forced to accept the company of two " disciples" the coarse Andara, who attracts the attention of a grotesque , warm-hearted dwarf
("You're ugly and cheap,"
the dwarf ,t ells her, "but I

love you just the same"), and
the bedeviled Beatriz (Marga
Lopez), who is seeking spiritual comfort after · being used
and abandoned by her lover.
When Nazario and Andara
are finally apprehended, he
finds himself, lilte Christ, between two thieves. One beats
and taunts him, while the
other protects him and then,
in a beautiful Bunuelian moment, asks, "Do you want to
change your life, Father? You
on the good path, I on the bad
path . . . yet here we are in
jail, both worthless.
Visibly shaken by this ordeal, Nazario is ultimately led
down a dusty road by a solitary guard to face clerical
"justice," but a peasant
woman, sensing his desolation, offers him a pineapple.
Twice, in horror, he rejects
this act of charity; then, as
gifted with unexpected grace,
he accepts it, saying, ''God
will repay you, " and he
trudges on to the sound of
ever-increasing drum beats.
IS THE director famed for
his anti-Church obsessions saying that a truly human gesture
can restore a man to faith in
God . . . or is he illustrating
the idea that the pure sweet
Christian is doomed to failure
until he accepts a new faith in man and his independent
human capacity?
In light of what was to
come - the ascetic "Viridiana," who is really Nazario's
spiritual cousin - Bunuel's
true motives cannot be questioned. Yet, even today, Cath-

olic critics praise "Nazarin"
for its stunning bluntness an·d
the deep religiosity which
shines through its Goya-esque
scenes. Despite his firm anticlerical views Bunuel, like his
humane dwarf, loves mankind; still, he is forever compelled to decry man's sad
shortcomings.

SPECIAL -COURSE A"-NOUNCEMENT
Course: Summer QeyeJopn,ental Reading and Study Skills Program
(One program for junior ~igh school level and one advanced
program for s,nior ~ig~ sc;hool cind college students)
.
'

Purpose: To reinforce and extend. desirable reading and study
skills necessary to enhance academic success in high school
and college.
·
·

Method: Use of the latest scientific and diagnostic instructional·
methods will be employed. Course content will focus on the
development of _a n effective reading speed while maintaining
adequate comprehension; vocabulary enlargement; improvement of study methods; a more efficient budgeting of study
time; and, b'etter techniques of listening, note-taking, concentrating, memorizing, organizing, summarizing, and examtaki_n g.

Time & Place:· These three week classes will meet in the Chemistry
Building, Room 104, Monday through Friday beginning July
14 and lasting through August 1. The more advanced senior
high and college students will meet from 9:00 a.m. t_o 12:00
noon and the junior high students from 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Costs: The fee for each student will be $45. This amo~nt will cover
instrut tion and all materials except an inexpensive paperback book that is recommended as an additional aid·.
Paid Adve rtisamant

· FOOD SERVICE
from

·MORRISONS

OFFERS
GREAT FOOD
for a
Low

Price!

I Know!

Only
75c ~~u:
for a
complete
meal!

